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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter concern with methods that are used in doing analysis. It consists of

research design, approach, object of the study, data collection and data analysis.

3.1 Research Design

According to Ary (2002:426) research design is the researcher plan of how to proceed

to gain an understanding of some groups or phenomenon in its natural setting. There are

several of research designs that can be used by the writer in gaining data. Belinda (2003) said

‘some of types of research design are quantitative research design and qualitative research

design. Quantitative research design are including descriptive, experimental, and quasi

experimental while qualitative research design are including historical, etnographic and case

study’.

Furthermore Belinda Biscoe (2003) said ‘descriptive study can also be qualitative in

nature if the sample size is small’. Ary (2002) stated ‘the most widely used tool in qualitative

research are interview, document analysis and observation. Because of this study was a kind

of document analysis and it would be explained in the form of word rather than number, the

writer used qualitative research design.

Qualitative is usually in the form of words rather than numbers (Miles & Humberman:

1994). Qualitative research may also be written documents to gain an understanding of

phenomenon under study (Ary,2002). Futhermore he said that qualitative researcher attempts

to arrive at rich description of the people, objects, events, conversation and soon.
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3.2 Approach

Approach is literary study represent the research view toward the literary work.

According to Abrams (1999:51), approach is the researcher’s position in analyzing literary

work. Abrams also defined four kinds of literary approach: objective approach, mimetic

approach,expressive approach, and pragmatic approach.

3.2.1 Objective Aproach

In this approach, the writer is necessary to study bacground of the author; it view the

story, a poem, a play, or novel that can be read and understood in in its own right. This

researcher in this approach only focuses on the literary itself that is going to be analyzed.

3.2.2 Mimetic Approach

In this approach, the writer focuses on analyzing literary work which is the imitation,

representation or reflected of human life. In this approach the writer must find and prove the

truth of the literary work which presented by the author.

3.2.3 Expressive Approach

In this approach, the writer was necessary to study the author’s life, such as the

educational background, biography and the society. In this approach the authors represented

his or her feeling in the form paragraph and dialoguein literary work that is the primary for

the writer is analizing a literary work.

3.2.4 Pragmatic Approach

Pragmatic approach represents the influence of the story to the people. It includes how

the stories can affect people mind to have a same ideas and interested in the story itself. In the
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other word, the writer evaluatehow far to the contentof the literary work can achieve a certain

effect on the readers or audiencesuch as their feeling, pleasure, feeling or kind of emotion.

This study belonged to the objective approach because the writer did not need to study

about anything related to the author’s life. The writer only focused on analyzing the intrinsic

of literary which is viewed a story, a poem, a play, or novel. In this study the writer focused

on analyzing Miss Sullivan’s profession as the private teacher for disable child in Nadi Tass

film “ The Miracle Worker”.

3.3 Object of Study

The object of this study is “ The Miracle Worker “ film. This film was made in

America in 2001 and directed by Nadia Tass. The data were obtained from the events, action,

setting, dialogue and scene on the film itself.

3.4 Data Collection

The method use in this study was library research by collecting and recording primary

and secondary data. The primary was the source from the movie that was analyzed and

secondary data were the references and materials related to the study.

There steps used by the writer in collecting data were:

1. Watching “The Miracle Worker film.”

2. Understanding the whole story about “The Miracle Worker” film.

3. Identifying each scene and dialogue that contain Miss Sullivan’s profession as a

teacher for disabled child.

4. Taking note about important information in both primary and secondary data source.

5. Understanding each word and sentence dialing with the problem.

6. Selecting the dialogues related with the purpose of the study
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3.5 Data Analysis

After collecting data, the writer analyzed data as follow

1. Finding the dialogue that related to the problem of the study.

2. Interpreting the dialogue from primary source “The Miracle Worker” film that related

to the problem of the study

3. verifying the data based on the classification that refers to the Miss Sullivan’s

profession as a teacher for the disabled child.

4. Taking the dialogue that related to the purpose of the study that are, Annie Sullivan’s

reasons to teach Hellen Keller (disabled child), Annie Sullivan’s way to teach and the

problem faced by Annie Sullivan.

5. Drawing conclusion.


	



